Children’s 2011 Masterlist

F B269h Barrett, Tracy The 100 Year Old Secret
F B869t Bulion, Leslie The Trouble with Rules
791.092 C91w Cummins, Julie Women Daredevils: Thrills, Chills and Frills
F D374o Delaney, Michael Obi, Gerbil on the Loose
F D634k DiTerlizzi, Tony Kenny and the Dragon
F F333g Feldman, Jody The Gollywhopper Games
F G366e Giff, Patricia Eleven
F H124a Hahn, Mary Downing All the Lovely Bad Ones
F K841sw Korman, Gordon Swindle
F L872a Look, Lenore Alvin Ho! Allergic to Girls, School and Other Scary Things
F M142t MacDonald, Amy Too Much Flapdoodle
F M336b Margolis, Leslie Boys are Dogs
599.773 P27w Patent, Dorothy When the Wolves Returned: Restoring Nature’s Balance in Yellowstone
F St25lz Stanley, Diane The Mysterious Case of the Allbright Academy
F V598n Vernon, Ursula Nurk: The Strange, Surprising Adventures of a (Somewhat) Brave Shrew
F Z649f Zimmer, Tracie The Floating Circus